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Description

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 63/029,025 filed May 22, 2020, which is
hereby incorporated in its entirety herein.

FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates generally to computer network traffic. More particularly, the present disclosure
relates to a system and method for determining subscriber experience, for example, a subscriber reaction to poor network
Quality of Experience (QoE), and reducing churn in a computer network.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The number of computer network providers and the services these computer network providers offer continue
to expand. Competition is becoming increasingly available to subscribers. Further, subscriber/user expectations for
Quality of Experience (QoE) continues to increase all over the world. Users today often have various options for their
choice of a service provider or network provider. Users expect a high and a consistent QoE, high network reliability and
low cost service plans from their network provider. When a user or subscriber leaves a network provider and, generally,
moves to a different provider, this movement is referred to as churn. Network service providers do their best to keep
existing users within their network, because it tends to be costly to attract new subscribers.
[0004] Users churn out of a network due to various reasons. Users may churn due to poor network Quality of Experience
issues, especially issues that reoccur or are not addressed by the network operator. The reasons that a user churns
may vary depending on the network technology, geographic region, time of the year and/or other factors.
[0005] Mitigating user churn is often a key objective for network service providers. It is, therefore, desirable to provide
an improved method and system for determining subscriber experience with a goal of reducing churn on a computer
network.
[0006] The above information is presented as background information only to assist with an understanding of the
present disclosure. No determination has been made, and no assertion is made, as to whether any of the above might
be applicable as prior art with regard to the present disclosure.

SUMMARY

[0007] In a first aspect, there is provided a method for determining subscriber experience in a computer network
including: defining a plurality of features influencing subscriber experience; initializing a weight for each of the features
of the plurality of features; determining a feature value for at least one subscriber for each of the plurality of features;
determining a subscriber score for the at least one subscriber based on the feature values and the weight of the feature;
determining at least one subscriber with a subscriber score outside a predetermined threshold; and performing a sub-
scriber response action for each subscriber with the subscriber score outside of the predetermined threshold.
[0008] In some cases, the method may further include: retrieving at least one customer tracking record; determining
whether a subscriber associated with the at least one customer tracking record was a subscriber with a score outside
the predetermined threshold; if the subscriber was not a subscriber with a score outside the predetermined threshold;
modifying at least one weight of a feature associated with that subscriber based on the customer tracking record.
[0009] In some cases, modifying the weights may include reviewing customer tracking records of each subscriber
when customer tracking records are received.
[0010] In some cases, modifying the weights may also include reviewing customer tracking records over a predeter-
mined amount of time.
[0011] In some cases, the method may further include: determining whether a subscriber has a feature value outside
of a predetermined threshold; and discarding the subscriber as abnormal.
[0012] In some cases, the subscriber response action may include at least one of the following actions: calling the
subscriber; modifying bandwidth of a subscriber, reprioritizing the subscriber’s traffic, changing the subscriber’s network
plan.
[0013] In some cases, the method may further include: determining at least one issue associated with at least one
subscriber; determining a relative importance for the at least one issue; and determining the subscriber score based on
the at least one issue and associated relative importance of the issue for the subscriber.
[0014] In some cases, the at least one issue may be selected from the group including: poor WiFi access point
placement, WiFi downlink congestion, WiFi uplink congestion, Access down link congestion, Access up link congestion,
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cable degradation, WiFi interference, and Faulty in-home connectors.
[0015] In some cases, the plurality of features may include at least one feature selected from the group including:
consecutive time period of issues, severity of issues, persistency of issues, total time impacted per day, duration of
outage, number of diagnostics per time period, number of applications, total bandwidth, total gaming bandwidth, and
total messaging and collaboration bandwidth.
[0016] In some cases, the feature’s influence on the subscriber may be based on the network use of the subscriber.
[0017] In some cases, the at least one feature may be determined to have greater influence on the subscriber if the
feature is persistent over a predetermined amount of time.
[0018] In another aspect, there is provided a system for determining subscriber experience in a computer network
including: a data collection module to define a plurality of features influencing subscriber experience and collect data
relating to the plurality of features by subscriber; a machine learning module configured to initialize a weight for each of
the features of the plurality of features; a feature analysis module configured to determine a feature value for at least
one subscriber for each of the plurality of features and determine a subscriber score for at least one subscriber based
on the feature value and the weight of the feature; and a subscriber response action module configured to perform a
subscriber response action for each subscriber with a subscriber score outside of a predetermined threshold.
[0019] In some cases, the machine learning module may be further configured to: retrieve at least one customer
tracking record; determine whether a subscriber associated with the at least one customer tracking record was a sub-
scriber with a score outside of the predetermined threshold; if the subscriber was not a subscriber with a score outside
of the predetermined threshold; modify at least one weight of a feature associated with that subscriber based on the
customer tracking record.
[0020] In some cases, modifying the weights may include reviewing customer tracking records of each subscriber
when customer call records are received.
[0021] In some cases, the feature analysis module may be further configured to: determine whether a subscriber has
a feature value outside of a predetermined abnormality threshold; and discard the subscriber as abnormal.
[0022] In some cases, the subscriber response action module may be configured to provide the subscriber response
action comprising at least one of: calling the subscriber; modifying bandwidth of a subscriber, reprioritizing the subscriber’s
traffic, changing the subscriber’s network plan.
[0023] In some cases, the feature analysis module may be further configured to: determine at least one issue associated
with at least one subscriber; determine a relative importance for the at least one issue; and determine the subscriber
score based on the at least one issue and associated relative importance of the issue for the subscriber.
[0024] In some cases, the at least one issue may be selected from the group comprising: poor WiFi access point
placement, WiFi downlink congestion, WiFi uplink congestion, Access down link congestion, Access up link congestion,
cable degradation, WiFi interference, and Faulty in-home connectors.
[0025] In some cases, the plurality of features may include at least one feature selected from the group including:
consecutive time period of issues, severity of issues, persistency of issues, total time impacted per day, duration of
outage, number of diagnostics per time period, number of applications, total bandwidth, total gaming bandwidth, and
total messaging and collaboration bandwidth.
[0026] In some cases, the feature’s influence on the subscriber may be determined by the network use of the subscriber.
[0027] Other aspects and features of the present disclosure will become apparent to those ordinarily skilled in the art
upon review of the following description of specific embodiments in conjunction with the accompanying figures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES

[0028] Embodiments of the present disclosure will now be described, by way of example only, with reference to the
attached Figures.

Fig. 1 is diagram illustrating an overview of an environment of a system for predicting and reducing subscriber churn;
Fig. 2 illustrates a system for determining subscriber experience and reducing churn according to an embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method for determining subscriber experience and reducing churn;
Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a detailed method for determining subscriber experience according to an embodiment;
Fig. 5 is a table illustrating various features and factors for determining subscriber experience; and
Fig. 6 illustrates a flow chart for updating a model for determining subscriber experience and reducing churn according
to an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] Generally, the present disclosure provides embodiments of a method and system for determining a subscriber’s
experience based on factors associated with the subscriber experience or a subscriber’s behavior to network conditions,
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and in particular whether the subscriber is likely to call into the customer call center, likely to leave the network (sometimes
called "churn") or some related activity. The system and method are configured to determine factors influencing the
subscriber’s QoE and determine which factors are more likely to lead the customer to have an adverse reaction, for
example, due to frustration with the network Quality of Experience, and then to call into a call center, to churn or the
like. Embodiments of the system and method are configured to weight the factors based on which factors are more likely
to influence subscriber behavior. The system and method may further determine factors or issues that may not be able
to be weighted or weighted in a similar way. The system and method may determine an overall subscriber score as an
indication of which subscribers may be more likely to react. In some cases, the system may be further configured to
take traffic actions to change at least one factor adversely affecting a subscriber’s experience and/or QoE, for example,
reprioritizing traffic, automated customer messaging with respect to factors, notifying a call center employee to contact
a subscriber for proactive resolution, or the like.
[0030] Embodiments of the method and system detailed herein are intended to help predict subscriber frustration
levels based on various factors and issues. Embodiments of the system and method are further configured to learn and
update the value of the weights per factor, feature or issue, based on comparing the subscribers who are likely to call
in versus subscribers who actually call in to the customer care call center.
[0031] Embodiments of the system and method may further be updated or refined based on customer tracking
records/feedback, for example, customer call records, customer cancellations, service calls to the customer (sometimes
called "truck rolls"), customer social media comments, or other indicators of customer feedback. In some cases, the
weights associated with each of the factors may be updated by the system with the feedback received from the customer
call center for a subscriber experiencing various factors. This is intended to make the weighting of various factors more
accurate, which in turn is intended to make the subscriber behavior predictions more accurate. With more accurate
predictions, the suggested traffic actions may be more pointed or directed at particular factors, features or issues to
influence the subscriber’s experience.
[0032] In access networks, such as cable, DSL, fiber, and fixed wireless, in-home QoE or access congestion QoE
issues can be diagnosed by analyzing various traffic metrics and using the traffic metrics and network models to determine
if a subscriber was experiencing various types of issues, such as, for example, poor WiFi access point placement, WiFi
downlink congestion, WiFi uplink congestion, Access (Bonding Group) congestion, Access (Service Group) congestion,
or the like. The traffic metrics to be analyzed may include round trip time (RTT), throughput, loss, packet latency, or the
like. A set of subscribers may then be identified who are likely to have any one or more of the related issues each day,
and over consecutive days. There are also additional metrics or features, as detailed herein, that may be available that
provide indicators of issues, such as poor QoE< for each subscriber including the amount of time (for example, minutes,
hours or days) impacted, and the like.
[0033] However, identification of which subscribers have issues does not necessarily mean that those subscribers will
call in to the customer care center or churn. The subscribers need to be sufficiently frustrated with their QoE before they
call in. A subscriber who does call in to the customer care center is likely to be frustrated with the service he/she has
been receiving from the network operator, and as such, may be more likely to churn. Further, the operator, who may
wish to reduce costs, may be required to expend resources and or money on diagnosing and solving the issue and the
customer care agent may be tied up for a period of time. In some cases, the issue may have otherwise been easily
solved proactively, if it had been known. Conventionally, there has been no system or method for prediction as to who
may be more likely to phone into a customer care center and who may benefit from having specific actions, including
traffic actions, performed. In some cases, the actions that may be taken can include reprioritizing traffic, automated
customer messaging with respect to factors, notifying a call center employee to contact a subscriber for proactive
resolution, or the like.
[0034] Figure 1 shows a schematic of a Cable Network Architecture to which embodiments herein can be applied. A
cable subscriber or end user has end user devices 18, which access the Internet 20 via the Cable Network 10. There
is conventionally very little visibility via a network (i.e. from the network side) to identify subscriber QoE issues inside a
home, place of business or other remote location. There may be many features including those within the home that
may disrupt the subscriber’s experience requiring the subscriber to call into the customer care center or churn. In the
Cable Network 10, a Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS) 12 connects to the cable service provider’s network.
There is a Hybrid Fiber Coax network between a plurality of end users 18 and the CMTS 12. Inside each subscriber’s
home or remote location, there may be one or more routers, Wireless Access Points connected to one or more user
devices or the like that serve multiple applications over multiple devices. A similar situation generally applies in DSL
networks, Satellite networks, Fixed Wireless Access networks or the like. Each of these networks deliver broadband
data through their infrastructure to a home or an enterprise that may have a WiFi access point. In these networks, a
subscriber may experience poor QoE for one or more applications on the subscriber’s devices due to, for example, the
WiFi access point being placed in a poor location, WiFi congestion, access congestion, or the like as well as from features
and factors external to the subscriber, as detailed herein. The degree of access congestion will depend on the type of
access infrastructure, for example, Cable, DSL or fixed wireless access.
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[0035] Figure 2 illustrates a system 100 for determining subscriber experience according to an embodiment herein.
It will be understood that in some cases the system 100 may be a physical network device, or may be a virtual networking
device. In some cases, the system 100 may send data to the cloud to be processed or the system may process the data
internally. One of skill in the art will understand that cloud processing includes processing by a remote processor and
use of remote memory to store data during processing. Although figure 1 illustrates a cable network, it will be understood
that the system may be used on any Internet Protocol (IP) based networking system, for example, WiFi based, satellite
based, WLAN based networks, fixed line broadband fiber optic networks, DSL networks as well as on virtual private
networks.
[0036] In general, of the subscribers who are diagnosed as having poor QoE issues over some time period, not all of
the subscribers will call in to the customer call center with a problem. Some may experience a problem but may not
necessarily call in. It has been determined that whether a subscriber is likely to call the call center depends on a plurality
of factors. It has further been determined that many of the features or factors have to do with poor QoE indicators. In
some cases, the factors that may be used may include: the duration of each issue type, the time of the day during which
the poor QoE is experienced, the persistency of the issue over longer or consistent time periods, the number of subscribers
or devices within the home that are affected by the issue, the applications consumed by the user, the volume of traffic
consumed by the user, whether Gaming applications were used and the like. All of these factors contribute in various
ways to a buildup of frustration, which is more likely to result in the subscriber calling the call center or churning. As the
severity of any one of the problems increases and the subscriber or customer gets increasingly frustrated, they are more
likely call into the customer care center or churn.
[0037] Embodiments of the system and method disclosed herein are intended to predict which subscribers will likely
call in to the customer care center based on available indicators. This prediction is intended to allow the customer care
agent to proactively address the issues specific to those customers to mitigate their poor QoE. This is intended to reduce
subscriber churn for the network operator by addressing the issues of customers/subscribers most likely to churn.
[0038] Embodiments of the system and method are intended to initially use a determination based on reasonable and
known contributors to a frustration index. As the actual customer care records are reviewed or develop, indicating which
subscriber called and for what issue type, embodiments of the system and method can use tools, such as machine
learning, to learn the weighting of various factors that contribute to the frustration that leads to the customer call or to
customer churn. Thus over time, the trained system and method are intended to be able to effectively predict which user
will call in and when. As detailed herein, the system and method are intended to use a model to determine the frustration
level that may aid in determining which subscriber will behave adversely to the current factors, by, for example, calling
the customer care center, complaining to other subscribers, churning or the like.
[0039] Embodiments of the system and method are further configured to train a machine learning (ML) model to
periodically learn weights between various factors based on feedback from actual customer care results or labels.
[0040] Returning to Figure 2, the system 100 includes a data collection module 105, a factor/feature analysis module
110, a machine learning module 115, a subscriber response action module 120, and at least one processor 125 and at
least one memory 130 component. The system is intended to reside on a core network, and have access to traffic flow
data. As noted above, the system may alternately be offline and may retrieve or may be fed timestamped data associated
with the traffic flow per subscriber on the network. The modules, including the processor 125 and memory 130, are in
communication with each other but may be distributed over various network devices or may be housed within a single
network device. The at least one processor 125 may be configured to execute instructions stored in memory 130 in
order to provide functionality to the modules. The system 100 is intended to receive information from the computer
network equipment that allows the system to determine traffic flow and performance statistics and subscriber data as
well as determine systemic features.
[0041] The data collection module 105 is configured to determine data associated with the subscriber and the traffic
flow. The data collection module 105 may be further configured to determine a set of subscribers experiencing poor
QoE. The data collection module 105 is intended to determine or retrieve features associated with the traffic flow and
the set of subscribers that can then be reviewed and analyzed by the feature analysis model 110. It is intended that a
set of subscribers may include one or more subscribers.
[0042] The feature analysis module 110 is configured to determine the features or factors to be used for determining
subscriber experience and reducing subscriber churn. The feature analysis module is further configured to determine
weights associated with each feature or factor.
[0043] The machine learning module 115 is configured to train a machine learning model and store machine learning
model once the model has been trained. The method for training the machine learning model is detailed herein. In some
cases, the machine learning module 115 may further review and determine the accuracy of the model.
[0044] The subscriber response action module 120 is configured to provide for actions, including traffic actions, based
on the feature analysis and the suspected subscriber behavior. The subscriber response action model 120 is configured
to reviewing the predicted subscriber behavior from the machine learning model 115 and report the potential subscribers
that may call in to the call center to the service provider or employees of the call center in order to allow for proactive
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service. In some cases, the subscriber response action model 120 may also be configured to perform or may direct
other network devices to perform traffic actions, for example, shaping, QoE actions, providing further bandwidth to a
subscriber, adjusting the quality of video streaming flows, or the like, to improve the subscriber’s experience to reduce
the chance the subscriber will call the call center or will churn.
[0045] Figure 3 is a flowchart illustrating a method 200 for determining subscriber behavior and experience according
to an embodiment. In some cases, at 205, the system may be preconfigured with a set of factors/features associated
with subscriber traffic flow or may otherwise define a plurality of features that influence the subscriber’s network expe-
rience. In other cases, a network operator may determine a plurality of features to be used in determining subscriber
experience. Features may be added or removed depending on developments such as network development, subscriber
changes, associated weights, or other reasons. In determining a set of features, a typical set that might be used may
range from, for example, four features through eight features or the like. This would allow for sufficient types of differ-
entiations based on different user experiences in a network, without being overwhelming complex to process. More than
sixteen features may result in diminishing returns, as features with low weights are unlikely to greatly affect the overall
user experience in the network.
[0046] The system, in connection with data received from the data collection module, may determine subscribers with
low QoE at 210. Subscribers with low QoE may be determined in view of the subscribers suffering from issues or factors
associated with the traffic flow. Subscribers QoE may further be determined by more conventional methods or via a
combination of methods. A feature value per feature is determined per subscriber via the analysis module. At 215,
subscribers with feature values that are outside the bounds of normal behaviors may be removed from the set of
subscribers with low QoE. In some cases, these may be referred to as subscribers having abnormalities and the sub-
scribers having abnormalities are not intended to be ranked or reviewed by the system. This is intended to allow the
system to determine fairly typical subscriber behavior over time and not have abnormalities influence the models as
detailed herein.
[0047] At 220, weights of the features may be initialized or determined by the feature analysis module for each feature
of the plurality of features. In some cases, the weights of the features may have been previously initialized and retrieved
by the feature analysis module from a memory component. In some cases, the weights may have been previously
determined. In other cases, initializing weights may be configured by an operator or by the system prior to being deployed.
At 225, the subscriber’s score for each subscriber is determined and a set of subscribers having a low score (generally
related to a low QoE) is determined. The subscriber’s score is based on the feature’s influence on the subscriber (the
feature’s value for the subscriber) and in particular the subscriber’s traffic flow and the subscriber’s use of the network
and the weight of each feature. In some cases, a subscriber’s score may be based on past interaction with a call center,
social media information, or the like. All or a subset of subscribers may be ranked based on the subscriber’s score. If
the subscriber score is lower than a predetermined threshold, the subscriber may be prioritized at 230, as a subscriber
likely to call to a call center or churn. At 235, the subscriber response action module is configured to perform a subscriber
response action, for example, notifying a call center representative to proactively contact the subscriber in order to solve
the issue, perform a traffic action, or other appropriate response. In some cases, the predetermined threshold may be
adjusted to take in a predetermined number or percentage of subscribers with low QoE. In other cases, the predetermined
threshold may be an absolute value of a score as determined by, for example, the network operator, the machine learning
module, or the like.
[0048] In some cases, the method may continue in order to provide feedback to the model with respect to the weighting
of the features or factors. At 240, the system may be configured to retrieve or otherwise determine customer call records,
truck rolls (i.e. times when a service technician was dispatched) and other subscriber action. At 245, the machine learning
model is configured to update or re-train the machine learning model based on comparing the resulting customer call
records or customer terminations or the like with the predicted calls or predicted subscriber responses. In particular, the
system may review the customer call records and the subscribers with QoE below the predetermined threshold. If there
are subscribers that were not identified previously, the features affecting these subscribers may be reviewed and weighting
for these features may be modified. At 250, new or modified weights may be provided to the features based on the
previous weights and the resulting customer calls or related feedback. This is intended to improve the accuracy of the
weights with the review of the customer service records. The accuracy of the weights is intended to improve and become
more accurate over time and the system may retrieve and review records periodically, such as, for example, each time
a customer call record is completed or at a predetermined time interval, or the like. Once new weights are determined
subscriber scores may be reviewed and updated appropriately.
[0049] The subscriber score is a weighted score with a maximum value that generally depends on the number of
features. In one example detailed herein, there may be eight features, which would provide for encoding each feature
in three bits. If the weights of all the features are set to one, then the maximum score achievable is eight. The threshold
for low QoE is intended to be set by the operator. A reasonable estimate may be, for example, in the range of 30%-40%
of the maximum value and below, however, 20%, 10% or other values may also be set by an operator or by the system
based on number in the range or the like.
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[0050] Figure 4 illustrates a method 300 for determining subscriber experience/behavior according to another embod-
iment. For some set of subscribers, possibly each of the subscribers, define a set of factors that will be used as selection
criteria, at 305. These factors are sometimes referred to as features herein. Some of these features may be available
from the outcome of this method, while other features may be available through additional statistics collected. Some of
the features are listed and detailed in figure 5. Features may include, for example, number of consecutive days of poor
QoE, severity of issues, total bandwidth, number of hours impacted, number of applications being used, number of
applications impacted, durations of an outage, number of subscriber devices, bandwidth used, applications downloaded,
previous support calls, social media and the like.
[0051] The system may be configured to determine which subscribers have low QoE Further, the system may filter
or discard subscribers with anomalies or abnormalities, at 310. There may be predetermined thresholds per features
and if a subscriber does not meet the predetermined threshold per feature the subscriber may be discarded as an
anomaly or abnormality. In a specific example, features may have the following predetermined thresholds to be set as
filters for discarding/excluding subscribers:

• Number_of_applications > 40
• Total bandwidth > 4 GBytes (which corresponds to less than 2 hours of video per week)
• Total_Msg_Collab_bandwidth > 400 MB (2 hr of voice call)
• If (In home-Access Issue) and (Total_hrs_impacted_per_days) < 5
• Total diagnostics > 3 and < 20

It will be understood that these thresholds may be configurable and may vary between operators or even regions within
an operator network. Further, these predetermined thresholds may change over time or via the machine learning provided
by the system detailed herein.
[0052] After the subscribers are filtered, there will be a remaining set of subscribers. The system is configured to
determine a set of subscribers that are not suffering to varying degrees from network quality issues. For each subscriber
of a plurality of subscribers an encoded value for each issue or feature can be determined, at 315. These encoded
feature values are intended to associate the subscriber’s experience with each issue or feature. For example, a subscriber
experiencing a greater number of consecutive days with issues is likely to receive a higher encoded value than a
subscriber only having an issue for nonconsecutive or fewer days. The system is configured to determine which sub-
scribers are suffering from issues, such as low QoE, and provide encoded values for each feature for each subscriber.
[0053] The system is further configured to include application awareness with respect to subscriber traffic flow. In
some cases, specific or certain applications may influence subscriber behavior more and may be examined more closely
than other applications. In a specific example, high Round Trip Time (RTT) may be a feature for web browsing while
applications such as streaming video (and the like) may be less sensitive to RTT, and therefore RTT may be excluded
when reviewing these applications. As such, subscribers having predetermined identified application(s) may have dif-
ferent factors, different weightings of factors, or the like.
[0054] Each subscriber is intended to be associated with an encoded feature value for each of the features of the
plurality of features. For a given subscriber, the feature analysis module may be intended to encode each feature into,
for example, 4 bits, or 16 levels. It will be understood that a different number of bits and/or levels may be used. It is
intended by this encoding that each feature may be evaluated into a common filter. Each level is intended to represent
an ’increase’ in value, severity, or the like.
[0055] Various features may have different mappings between the analog values for that feature and a number/result.
These mappings may be associated with the feature and may be updated by the machine learning module from time to
time based on received feedback. After the result number is determined, then the number may be converted to bits
through binary encoding and mapped to the levels based on the bits. For example, value of 0 is [0000], a value of 1 is
[0001], a value of 2 is [0010], a value of 3 is [0011], a value of 4 is [0100] and the like.
[0056] The choice of the number of bits depends on the number of features chosen to review. Sixteen features are
encoded into four bits. If more than sixteen features are used, five bits or higher may be used for encoding. The choice
of encoding can be done through n-bit codes, which may be binary. Alternatively, each feature may be mapped to a
number, for example, from one to 10 or a different scale. Weights would be assigned to each feature as defined herein
and a subscriber score is determined similarly.
[0057] For some features, the analysis module may define a Transformation Table per feature to map analog to digital
values. For example, a bandwidth of 1Mbps could map to a digital value of 1, 50 Mbps could map to a digital value of,
for example, 4 and a bandwidth of 500 Mbps may map to a digital value of 9. The maximum value of the link capacity
in the network, say 10 Gbps, could map to a digital value of 16. The transformation of the analog value to the specific
digital value, for a given feature, may be based on static mapping.
[0058] The various features otherwise referred to as the selection criterion are intended to be assigned different
weights, at 320. The weights may be represented by, for example: weight β1 for feature1, β2 for feature2, β3 for feature3,
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β4 for feature4, and the like. In some cases, the weights may be predefined on initialization of the system, at 320. The
weights are intended to be modifiable, over time, by feedback received by the system on reviewing the model by the
machine learning module as detailed herein. The weights may be initialized by setting all of the weights to be equal, for
example, using 4 bits, 1111, or any other value. The value of the weights is intended to be determined relative to the
perceived importance of the feature based on feedback of various types. The weights per feature may be used across
the set of subscribers and each subscriber may have a different encoded value per feature, based on how each feature
is affecting the subscriber. As noted above, different sets of subscribers may, in some cases, be provided different weights.
[0059] The system is configured to determine a weighted outcome for each subscriber, at 325. In some cases, the
features may be classified into 2 groups, for example, features that affect everyone; and features that may not impact
everyone. In either case, the feature analysis module may determine a subscriber score (Sub score) that considers the
weight for each feature and compute a weighted score. In a specific example, the Sub score may be determined as follows: 

Where βk is the weight given to feature k.
[0060] In this case, Sub_score_outcome = (Σ βm*Feature_m) divided by (Σ βm); where β is the weight that is given
to Feature m. In a specific example, the feature analysis module may compute the following: Σ βk*Feature_k, across all
the feature ’k’s. In an example with two features, this may be as follows: 0.4*[0110] + 0.6*[0010] = 0.4*6 + 0.6*2 = 3.6.
This sum is then divided by the sum of weights for those features (β1 + β2). So, the Sub_score_outcome = 3.6/1 = 3.6
[0061] The system is configured to determine an outcome for each subscriber. In general, it is possible to include all
of the subscribers irrespective of their QoE. However, it is likely that only subscribers with a score above or below a
predetermined threshold, e.g. low QoE, will call in to the customer care center or otherwise become more satisfied if a
traffic action improves their experience, QoE. Therefore, for the purpose of training the model quickly and to get quick
outcomes, only the subscribers with low QoE may be reviewed. Each of these subscribers will be associated with a
computed weighted score that represents the weighted average of all of the diagnostics metrics/factors. In some cases,
this will be a numerical value with no units. The Sub_outcome is intended to be used as a relative metric to compare
subscribers. It is intended that subscribers will have different weighted scores, at 325, and subscribers with higher scores
may be more likely to call into a customer call center or churn. As such, the issues influencing these higher scores may
be advisable to be addressed sooner than other issues.
[0062] Figure 5 is an example table of a list of features and associated analysis. It will be understood that figure 5
represents only some features and other features are likely to be observed and analyzed by the system. If a feature (for
example, an Issue Type) is not representable by a scale or an increase, it may not be amenable to encode for the feature
analysis module. This type of feature may still be included in the determination of subscriber behavior. It may be included
after an initial assessment with the features associated with a scale. The outcome can be a translation of the feature to
a numerical value as defined in the method.
[0063] The system is further configured to select between subscribers with different issue types. This is intended to
account for features such as Diagnostics Issue types that may not have been encoded, for example, poor WiFi placement,
access congestion, cable degradation, WiFi interference, Faulty in-home connectors, Internet QoE issues, or the like.
The system is intended to consider various problems, both features and issues that may cause a costumer to call into
the call center. Issues may further include, for example, poor WiFi access point placement, WiFi downlink congestion,
WiFi uplink congestion, Access down link congestion, Access up link congestion, or the like. In some cases, issues may
also include WiFi interference in the home, Internet outages and the like. The diagnostic issue types are examples of
features that may, for example, characterize in-home customer problems due to Wifi placement, access congestion, or
faulty connector issues. When a subscriber is far away from the Wifi access point router in the home, such a user would
experience poor WiFi placement. The feature analysis module is configured to determine at least one issue associated
with the subscribers having low QoE. The relative importance of the at least one issue is determined for each subscriber
and the system determines the subscriber score based on the at least one issues and the associated relative importance
of the issue for the subscriber.
[0064] For the issues that were not previously encoded, an independent set of relative importance for each diagnosed
issue type may be recorded. In a specific example, it is determined that three features T1, T2, T3 are not encoded,
where T1 = Poor WiFi placement, T2 = Access congestion, T3 = Cable degradation. For each of these issues, the
analysis module is configured to determine a weighted outcome for each subscribers with their respective features, at
330. If T1 has higher priority than T2 and then T3, the weights may be, for example, 60%, 30% 10%, which translate
that to ratios of 6:3:1. In a weighted round robin manner, pick up 6 users from T1, then 3 users from T2, and 1 user from
T1 and repeat, at 335.
[0065] In this particular example, the method is intended to determine a top set of a predetermined number of users
with Issue Type T1 (Poor WiFi placement) followed by 3 users with Issue Type T2 (for example, Wifi DL congestion)
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and then 1 user with Issue Type T3 (WiFi UL congestion (as shown on figure 4)).
[0066] From the feature analysis module, it is intended that there will be determined a list of subscribers in decreasing
order of subscribers likely to call the call center, require a truck roll or suffer in a manner that makes the subscriber likely
to churn. In particular, this order may be based on importance for each issue type. The top subscriber may be the one
who is likely to call in with a problem to the Customer Care center and may be an appropriate recipient for some action,
such as a traffic action, in an attempt to improve the subscriber’s QoE.
[0067] Returning to Figure 5, the meaning column is intended to provide for an interpretation of each feature. As noted,
the outcome is intended to be a translation of the feature to a numerical value as defined in the method.
[0068] In some cases, customer care records may be available for various subscribers, for example after the subscriber
called into a care center. With these records, the values of the βk may be reviewed periodically and improved through
Machine Learning.
[0069] In one example, a multivariable ML regression model may determine a set of weights that minimizes the error
between the predicted customer care calls and the actual customer care calls. Figure 6 illustrates a method for an ML
regression model.
[0070] In some cases, various inputs may be provided to the model. Feedback from actual Customer Care calls, Truck
Roll records, cancellations, or the like may be used, at 405, to train a Machine Leaming Regression model. These results
are intended to provide feedback as to the accuracy. Further, various features, at 410, old weights, at 415, and a
prediction, at 420 may also be used as input to the model. The Regression model may review these inputs, at 425, and
may determine new weights, at 430. With this feedback, the early estimates of weights at for example, β1, β2, β3.... βp,
are intended to improve in accuracy over time, at 435.
[0071] The Inputs for the method for machine learning for subscriber experience or behavior are intended to be for
each subscriber or at least a set of subscribers, and include, for example: features, customer care reports/labels, and
the like. The outputs are intended to be new or modified weights, β1, β2, β3.... βp
[0072] In this particular example, the customer care records for a subscriber are a binary number 0 or 1, where 0
indicates that the subscriber did not call in and 1 indicates that the subscriber called in. The set of features used per
subscriber could be comprised of features taken over a period of time, for example, the last 5 days, the last 10 days,
the last 15 days or the like, and averaged together. It is intended that the machine learning model may be trained or
updated periodically. The machine learning model may be trained to receive new updated β1, β2, β3.... βp that may be
used in the method for predicting subscriber behavior.
[0073] In an initial set up, for each subscriber, an estimate is made of β1, β2, β3.... βp, for each of the features of a
plurality of features F1, F2... Fp.
[0074] In subsequent reviews, the inputs for each subscriber are intended to be the current versions of β1, β2, β3....
βp associated with each of the features of the plurality of features F1, F2... Fp.
[0075] From the method for determining subscriber experience, there is intended to be a determined subscriber re-
sponse action, for example, whether the user will call into the call center. The method may provide a prediction of if the
user will call in, for example either 0 or 1 or a range from 0 to 1. Users or subscribers with higher scores are more likely
to call in, while users or subscribers with low scores are less likely to call in the call center. This prediction can be
compared to a customer care record on whether the user did call in (either a positive or negative result, for example 0
or 1). With the results, an updated version of β1, β2, β3.... βp may be determined. Additional information provided in the
customer care records on the root cause for the subscriber issue will help improve the speed of convergence to the right
value of β1, β2, β3.... βp. If that information is not available, then the presence of customer care feedback alone can be
used by the machine learning model in converging to the right values, albeit in what is expected to be a slightly longer time
[0076] In some cases, the training of the machine learning model can be done on an as needed basis as and when
the customer care records become available. When initializing, a first set of weights may be predefined, for example,
the weights may all be set equally to, for example, 1, 0.5, or the like. Over time, these estimates will improve based on
the feedback from applying the actual customer care call records to the machine learning model and using the output
weights noted above.
[0077] The training of the machine learning model is aimed to adjust the weights so that the difference between the
predictions of the subscriber’s behavior and the actual behavior is minimized, for example, if the system predicts that a
customer will call in the customer actually calls in. At any given time, while there is may not be a way of knowing if the
current weights are accurate, the value of the weights are intended to change over time and converge to the true values
after successive trainings. Each time there is customer care records available, the machine model may be retrained
with the results of these records. After each retraining, the weights may move closer and closer to their true values. For
future predictions, the models is intended to be better able to predict which subscribers are calling into the customer
care center.
[0078] It is expected that most network operators have some level of customer care records or equivalent statistics,
for example, truck roll records. If there are no customer care records, the model may be validated by other techniques,
for example, comparison to available outcomes, review of subscriber score or the like.
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[0079] Embodiments of the system and method may indicate to the operator that a user is exhibiting trends that will
likely result in the subscriber calling or leaving (and hence churn). Embodiments of the system and method are intended
to determine the likely reasons (root cause) for this churn. Since this diagnostic is available to the operator, with a
reasonably high degree of confidence, the operator may have time to take steps needed to prevent this particular user
from churning. In other cases, the system itself may take mitigating actions. Reasons for churning may be varied de-
pending on the subscriber - and the method of incipient churn prediction enables the operator to determine a course of
action to take to give a specific user the best experience and incentives so that the user will not churn.
[0080] In the preceding description, for purposes of explanation, numerous details are set forth in order to provide a
thorough understanding of the embodiments. However, it will be apparent to one skilled in the art that these specific
details are not required. In other instances, well-known electrical structures and circuits are shown in block diagram form
in order not to obscure the understanding. For example, specific details are not provided as to whether the embodiments
described herein are implemented as a software routine, hardware circuit, firmware, or a combination thereof.
[0081] Embodiments of the disclosure can be represented as a computer program product stored in a machine-
readable medium (also referred to as a computer-readable medium, a processor-readable medium, or a computer usable
medium having a computer-readable program code embodied therein). The machine-readable medium can be any
suitable tangible, non-transitory medium, including magnetic, optical, or electrical storage medium including a diskette,
compact disk read only memory (CD-ROM), memory device (volatile or non-volatile), or similar storage mechanism. The
machine-readable medium can contain various sets of instructions, code sequences, configuration information, or other
data, which, when executed, cause a processor to perform steps in a method according to an embodiment of the
disclosure. Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that other instructions and operations necessary to implement
the described implementations can also be stored on the machine-readable medium. The instructions stored on the
machine-readable medium can be executed by a processor or other suitable processing device, and can interface with
circuitry to perform the described tasks.
[0082] The above-described embodiments are intended to be examples only. Alterations, modifications and variations
can be effected to the particular embodiments by those of skill in the art without departing from the scope, which is
defined solely by the claims appended hereto.

Claims

1. A method for determining subscriber experience in a computer network comprising:

defining a plurality of features influencing subscriber experience;
initializing a weight for each of the features of the plurality of features;
determining a feature value for at least one subscriber for each of the plurality of features;
determining a subscriber score for the at least one subscriber based on the feature values and the weight of
the feature;
determining at least one subscriber with a subscriber score outside a predetermined threshold; and
performing a subscriber response action for each subscriber with the subscriber score outside of the predeter-
mined threshold.

2. The method according to claim 1 further comprising:

retrieving at least one customer tracking record;
determining whether a subscriber associated with the at least one customer tracking record was a subscriber
with a score outside the predetermined threshold;
if the subscriber was not a subscriber with a score outside the predetermined threshold;
modifying at least one weight of a feature associated with that subscriber based on the customer tracking record.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein modifying the weights comprises reviewing customer tracking records of
each subscriber when customer tracking records are received.

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

determining whether a subscriber has a feature value outside of a predetermined abnormality threshold; and
discarding the subscriber as abnormal.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the subscriber response action comprises at least one of: calling the subscriber;
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reprioritizing the subscriber’s traffic; or changing the subscriber’s network plan.

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

determining at least one issue associated with at least one subscriber;
determining a relative importance for the at least one issue; and
determining the subscriber score based on the at least one issue and associated relative importance of the
issue for the subscriber.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the at least one issue is selected from the group comprising: poor WiFi access point
placement, WiFi downlink congestion, WiFi uplink congestion, Access down link congestion, Access up link con-
gestion, cable degradation, WiFi interference, and Faulty in-home connectors.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein the plurality of features comprises at least one feature selected from the group
comprising: consecutive time period of issues, severity of issues, persistency of issues, total time impacted per day,
duration of outage, number of diagnostics per time period, number of applications, total bandwidth, total gaming
bandwidth, and total messaging and collaboration bandwidth.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the feature value for the subscriber is based on the network use of the subscriber.

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising determining at least one subscriber with poor Quality of Experience (QoE)
and determining the subscriber score for the at least one subscriber with poor QoE.

11. A system for determining subscriber experience in a computer network comprising:

a data collection module to define a plurality of features influencing subscriber experience and collect data
relating to the plurality of features by subscriber;
a machine learning module configured to initialize a weight for each of the features of the plurality of features;
a feature analysis module configured to determine a feature value for at least one subscriber for each of the
plurality of features and determine a subscriber score for at least one subscriber based on the feature value
and the weight of the feature; and
a subscriber response action module configured to perform a subscriber response action for each subscriber
with a subscriber score outside of a predetermined threshold.

12. The system according to claim 11 wherein the machine learning module is further configured to:

retrieve at least one customer tracking record;
determine whether a subscriber associated with the at least one customer tracking was a subscriber with a
score outside of the predetermined threshold;
if the subscriber was not a subscriber with a score outside of the predetermined threshold;
modify at least one weight of a feature associated with that subscriber based on the customer tracking record.

13. The system of claim 11 wherein the feature analysis module is further configured to:

determine whether a subscriber has a feature value outside of a predetermined abnormality threshold; and
discard the subscriber as abnormal.

14. The system of claim 11, wherein the subscriber response action module is configured to provide the subscriber
response action comprising at least one of the following actions: calling the subscriber; reprioritizing the subscriber’s
traffic; or changing the subscriber’s network plan.

15. The system of claim 11 wherein the feature analysis module is further configured to:

determine at least one issue associated with at least one subscriber;
determine a relative importance for the at least one issue; and
determine the subscriber score based on the at least one issue and associated relative importance of the issue
for the subscriber.
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